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'EFFORTS ARE MADE TO GET PRISON HERE
Santa Claus And His Five
Ileindeefr To Arrive Monday
Santa and his reindeer are , will talk to the children of
coming to town. Yes that's right. I Murray and Calloway County
Santa and his five reindeer will I until parade time. This event
arrive on the Murray High Is sponsored by the Murray
Sehool campus at 2.-00 p.m. Chamber of Commerce.
Monday afternoon, December 10th
The parade will leave Murray
and he wants all of the kids High School at 3:00 p.m., going
come and see him. Santa down Poplar St. to 5th. 5th St.
to Maple St., Maple St. to 3id,
•
3rd St. to Main and Main back
to the high school.
Escoring the panicle. will be
the city police car, followed
the Murray fire truck, Murray
High School Band,- Miss CalloWASHINGTON, Dec. 7 IV — way County and her two- atA guided intercontinental missile tendants who are Miss Glenda
that escaped control after being Sqiter, Miss Mary Lee Outland
fired from Florida was reported and Miss Gleega Cooper. Murray
- raining, Douglass
lonissing today, possibly in the High, bilurraYn
High, Kirksey High. Almo High,
Brazilian jungles.
Air Force officials said the Lynn Grove High, New Concord
600-mile an hour missile—named High, Hazel High, and Faxon
the Snark and designed as a Junior High School will each
nuclear weapon—presumably did enter a float in ,the big parade.
riot carry a warhead of any Prize money will be given to
the three winning floats. Each
kind.
The .mtssing Snark was test- high school principal and board
fired -Wednesday from the joint member will ride behind their
Defense Department-Air Force' school float. Each new car dealer
...test center at Patrick Air Force in Murray and Calloway County
will have a new 1957 model car
'Mese at Cocoa. Fla.
in the parade.
Destination Unknown
And of course, the feature
The Defense Department issued a brief statement shortly attraction -witl-abe Santa Claus
before midnight Thursday night and his five reindeer. Santa will
announcing that the missile es- throw out lots 'of Candy to the
caped from control at its "sche- children as he- passes bY.
Don't forget the 'parade and
duld. turnaround point and proceeded to a destination yet un- Santa at the Sehool before the
parade. This promises to be a
known." ,
"We don't know where it is." big event so don't miss It.
Pentagon spokesmen - said. -w• He said he could not confirm
or deny published reports that
the Snark was seen flashing
over the Brazilian jungles 2.000
miles from its base.
Howe fr. he said the missile
presumably has crashed either
in theo cean or some remote
land area and Brazil was a good

'DAY OF INFAMY' WAS 15 YEARS' AGO

'rhe Almo Warriors chalked
up their second victory • qf the
seas o n defeating the Murray
Training School Colts 7148 in
the Carr Health Building last
night.
The scoring was erratic'as
time and time again the Warriors built up a lead only to
have the gap closed by the fighting' Colts. Both teams smarted
froin the sting of wild passes
and poor marksmanship although
several players scored in double
figure..
Trailing sec points with four
minutes remaining in the final
period, Murray Training lost the
services of their key rebounder
and jump artist, Bill Rogers, via
the foul route. As . play resumed
the Almo quintet moved steadily
ahead to victory.
Pritchett, aggressive Almo forward, too'k top scoring honors
svith 22 followed closely by
Peeler and Reaves with 17 and
15 respectively. Rogers was high
for the losing Colts with 17
assisted by Marshall who tossed
in 15.
24 40 50 71
Almo
13 34 45 58
MTS
. Almo (71)
Pritchett 22, Peeler 17, Lovett
8, Reaves 15, Phillips 6. Edwards
3.
- Training School (58)
Harrell 6, J. Shroat 6, Sutter
4, Parker 8,' Shroat 2. Marshall
15. Rogers 17.

Guided Missile Is
Misguided And Is
Now Missing

=MEM.
MENEM

Darnell And
McNeely Vie
For Top Honor

MINIM

Brazilian diplomats here said
they had heard nothing about
Withe missing Snark.
The Pentagon spokesman said
he had no information regarding
plans to search for the missile
except to say "We always try
to g : them back."
Not The First Lost
He said the Air Force has
lost a number of Snarks in
tests from Florida. The 72-foot long Snark — a
&sleek red pilotless bomber designed to carry an atomic warhead over intercontinental distances --- hes 'been flown over
distances of 2,000 miles.
It is guided by automatic
celestial navigation devices so it
. can take bearings on the stars
and travel to its target unassisted by man.
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With almost one-ihird of the
season gone, a two way race
has developed (0 r individual
scoring honors between Kirxsey's Rob Darnell and Tommy
'McNeely of Lynn Grove.
Darnell has a total of 242
points in 7 games to lead McNeely by 13; however the former
has appeared in one game leas
than the Lynn Grove star. Billy
Buchanan of New Concord showed the largest increase, bringing
his average up 4 percentage
points to 22.1 with 177 points
in 8 games. The Red Bird fire-0
man was forced to carry added
incentives because of an injury
tc. team mate Bobby Osborne.
The top ten leaders are as
follows:
Total Aver.
Team
Player
242 34.4
Kirksey
Darnell
L. Grove 229 28.5
McNeely
22.1
177
Bnchanan Concord
17.6
L. Grove 142
Warren
20.01
141
Almo
Pritchett
16.5
133
M.T.S.
Ruling Star Lodge number 51 Rogers
14.4
Concord 116
F&AM met on Thursday night Stubblefield
10.5
L. Grove 85
December 6 at 7:30 o'clock in Crouch
10.2
L. Grove 82
thr Masonic Hall. The business Paschall
Concord
72
10.2
was carried out and officers Osborne
Note: Hazel has not sent in a
were elected for the ,coming
scoring statistics.
jeer. Worshipful Master Loyd report on its
Arnold, DDGM presided at the
a1, meeting.
The newly elected officers for
the coming year are Z. L. Rowlett, Worshipful Master; F. A.
Cogdell, Senior Warden; Opel
Tharpe, Junior Warden; W. H.
Hornbuckle, Tiler; L. P. Miller,
secretary; 0. C. _Skinner. treasurer; 'Pete Rutledge, •marahall;
and Jim McGeehee, chaMain.
The meeting was closed in, Ma•
sonic order.
An electric organ for use in
the new gymasium of Murray
State College has been given
WEATHER
to the college by Ed Settle,
owner of the Belk-Settle Co.
REPORT
The new orgaq will see its first
use tonight during the game
By United Press
with West Texas State accordifig
Southwest Kentucky —Cloudy to Athletic Director Roy Stewith occasional rain today and wart.
The organ, a St. Thomas in• tonight, htigt) today upper 60s.
Loot tonight near 50. Saturday strument. together with an amcloudy and colder with showers. plifier was delivered to the college this week and workmen
high upper 40s.
heave been busy installing it on
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures: a platform with an electric servLouisville 62. Lexington 59, Pa- ice outlet.
ducah 62, Bowling Green 60,,, The instrument will provide
Covington 59, London 59 and school songs and popular music
Hopicinsville 60.
for the spectators at Murray's
(Continued on Beek Page)
t-Evansville. Ind., 62

Colored Masonic
°Lodge Has Meeting

Ed Settle
gives Organ
s
To College

Almo Warriors
Defeat Colts Last
Night 71 to 58 .

Maximum Security Prison To
,i• Be Built By Government
Efforts are underway here by
the Murray Chamber of Commerce to get a new maximum
Federal prison located in Calloway County.
The efforts started when the
announcement was made la st
week by Attorney General Het"ben Brownnell that the government was seeking a location for
a Federal prison to be built
somewhere • in the central .part
of the United States, preferably
in Southwest Kentucky. Tennessee, Illinois and eastern Missouri or Arkansas.

Calloway County would benefit
greatly by having the prison
within the county.
Miller said that he would release any developments concerning the prison as they occurred.

Guide For
Decorating
Is Given

• The purchase area 'of. Western
Kentucky was specifically. mentioned as a desirable location.
Other cities ,and towns of the
Purchase are now making an
effort to locate the prison near
them.
Brownell said that a tract of
lands from 600 to 1500 acte S.
would • be required for the new
prison and that ample electricity,
water, transportation .and other
facilities would be needed.

The folloWing suggestions or
guide should be followed carefully by those who enter the
Christmas decoration contest
sponsored by the Garden Department of the Murray ,Womaris
Club.
Our concept of Christmas' decorating is the application of pros-en decorating principles to originality and individual expression.
By keeping them in mind, tie
contestant can fudge the success
The Murray Chamber of Com- or failure
of his entire Project.
merce is presenting all the in- It
does not mean the indiscrimiformation and' data that can be' nate
use of expensive decorations.
obtained to Mr. Brownell, and is
The Spectator's View — Look
also suggesting the large amount
(Continued on Ba-k. Page)
of acreage owned by TVA, an-

other government agency, might
be Obtainable for such a project. 1^ ... 8
"WE •.•oulit like very much for
14.-.-Bikownell and ma committee
visit our--fair -etty and- ShOw
•-••i ea
thefts what we have to offer in
regard to this project", L. I).
Miller, secretary of the Chamber
of Commerce said today.
Edwin Thurman ,cont acted
Senator Thruston B. Morton by
telephone this week and asked
Eighty per cent complete. Thai
him to help in any .way he can
is the current status of Woods
•
to get the committee to visit
Hall, new million dolar dormi• The Hazel Chapter of Future Murray's prospective site, for
the tory ,for'women now, rising on
Farmers of America held their pnson.
•
the Murray State campus.
annual Parent - Son Banquet
Rep. Noble J. Gregory and Lt.
Contractors have March 1 as
hursday night in the school
time recall the
Governor
Harry
Lee
THE BATTLESHIP Arizona burning and sinking, and a newspaper headline of that
Waterfield
their completion target date and
c ferteria with twenty-five mem- have
Dec. 7, 1941 "Day of Infamy" when the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor The other pheth, shlges
also
been
requested
to
give
should make it, barring unforbers and sixty-five guests pres- any
Pearl Harbor rebuilt. The Japanese came with Midget submarines and al hundred warplanes, land
assistance possible in obtain- seen difficulties, according to
ent.
they left the Arizona a total loss and knocked out seven other battlesh s and many lesser 'earing
the
and
project
to get the Mr. Rex Huie, constructioft sup(international)
The simper was preceded with
Shiva of thy 86 there. More than 2,000 U. S. servicemen were killed in the attack.
committee to • visit Calloway erintendent.
an invocatory prayer given by County.
College officials do not know
Gerald Owens. Following t h e
The prison could be consider- whether part of the dormitory
!Weast Kentucky
well prepared meal, the progrim
ed quite an asset to the county can be readied for the start of
began with the official FFA from
Counties Show
the financial viewpoint. the second semester. One wing
opening ceremony. T. G. Curd.
Construction would give the town, of the structure is slightly ahead
Industry Gair
Secretary gave the welcome..,a boost, and a number of jobs of the others, but not significantdress.
would be made available by such ly.
John
Foster,
president.
ack
w-•
Jobs dependent upan a warm
FRAKF0RT, Dec. 7 filt
a „project.._,
ledged
the
presence'
of
the
folbuilding, such 'as laying of asWestet Kentucky counties along
Farmers in Calloway County with the exception of basic crops
No details of the prison have phalt tile floors and painting,
the Ohio River made the greatest lowing guests; Guy Lovins, prinwho produced corn in 1956 have under other allotment programs.
Channey, faculty been released, except that it wilI are expected to get under way
progress in attracting new ii -,4 cipal, Bob
Disadvantages
the oppoRunity to vote Decembmember. Linda Lassiter. Chap-' be a maximum security prison. as soon as some needed valves
I. The farmer's rorn allotment dustry or expanding exisitini in- ter Sweetheartl Melton Marshall
er 11, 1-958,_ on two alternative
Indications are that it will be for the heating system arrive
voluntary corn acreage control acreage would be lower in 1957 dustries during the post-war dec- of Dees Bank of Hazel, Harvey located somewhere in
the Pur- and are installed, according to
reduction programs for the next than in 1956. If he produced ade, results of a study showed- Ellis, Peoples Bank, Joe Dick, chase area
most 'probably, so Mr. Huie. Currently no heat is
today.
acreage
allotment
than
Ttis
more
and
1959.
1958
-1957,
three years
Bank of Murray, Robert L. Baz- any disadvantages of having a available.
The proposed voluntary prog- in 1956 he would have a still
A study or me geographical zell. Taylor Motor Co., and James prison
lk [l1. superIt is expected I
in the area wduid be felt
reduction.
acreage
larger
Soil
the
for
in
rams, provided
distribution of new industry re- Harmon, Ledger- & Times.
intendent that all plastering work
whether
the
prison
was
five
or
acreage
farmer's
allpted
The
2.
difinclude
Bank Act of 1956,
vealed' that nearly 88 per cent
will be finished by Christmas.
An address on the accomplish- twenty five miles away.
ferent levels of price supports may be well below what fits of the industrial workers in the
At present plastering is being
(Continued
on
Back
Taking
Page)
this
into
consideration,
management
farm
into'
good
well
for corn marketings.
Paducah area, composed of Mcfinished in the wing fronting
—
for his farm.
•
Cracken, Ballard, Marshall and
on Olive boulevard and in parts
One program is base acreages:
3. The support price for corn Livingston counties, are employof the central area. No plastering
the other is acreage allotments. produced in: the alloted acreage
has been done in the lobby.'
. will be lower in 1951' — $1.36 ed in industries established since
I. Acreage Allotments
Other jobs .Vet undone in-,
1946.
per bushel compared with $1.50
dude installation of light fixMore than four-fifths -of pay1956.
in
upport cannot ge betures in several wings of the
Adve1. Pri
roll money in the same area last
II. Soil Bank Base Acreage
structure, connection of lavalow 75 per cent' parity for the
year came from the same new
Advantages.,
tories in rooms. installaticn of
next *three years (however, open
industries.
acreage
bqe
farmer's
Each
1.
units in rooms, and
market prices may not average
Elsewhere in the state, the sur'Professor. B.. J. Tilmon of in Canada and Iceland which heating
in 1957 will be almost 37 per
the
very much below 75 per cent
vey seemed to indicate that the Murray State College spoke on formerly could not be grown. most of the finish work in
(Continued on Back Page)
lobby. In addition, plumbing fixof parity even though supports
Ohio River counties were much the weather and its changes The cycle is
felt more keenly tures in the bathinoins have to
were set lower than 75 per cent
less successful in attracting new during the past fifty to sixty in the, far north than
in the be- installed.
'rincipals
under the. base acreage' Prog- 'School P
industry than central and South- years, before the Murray Rotary lower latitudes, he said.
Workmen have had perfect
ram).
Club,
yesterday.
ern
Kentucky
areas.
Invited To Meeting
weather, until recent cold ,snaps,
2. Corn growers in commercial
Mr.
Tilmon
discounted
The stedy. prepared by the restateMr. Tilmon said-that in spite
for finishing the basic structure
corn counties :do not have to
search and statistics service of of the claims that winters fifty ments made by some meter.and autside work. Outside work
place any land in the-Soil Bank
ologists
concerning
sudden chanAll county scnool principals the state Department of Eco- and sixty yeari ago were colder
remaining ineludes installation of
in order to obtain price supports.
nomie Security, showed t hat than those of today, the temp- ges in the weather with dire marble panels on the front of
Thus land not used for some are invited to attend a School
lorecasts.
of
the
effect.
Law Conferehce at the Sheraton- counties in t h e Cumberland erature has varied only about
the lobby and the installation, of
ether crop such as grain., sorHe said he knew of no sudden the main doors.
ghum, soybeans or small Frain, Seelbach Hotel in Louisville Dec. Mountains region- have a high one degree on the average.
The earth is going through change in
13-15, according te information percentage of employes in inhistory which brought . After construction is finished
receivei by the county superin- dustries less than 10 years old. a warming cycle at the present about an
opposite climate.,'It is there will be a major job in
tendent.
The high percentage of new time he said. This has resulted true, he said, that, many thou- clening up the building. reifies-To explore the need for a industrial employes in th es e in the ability to grow creis sands of
years ago tropical clim- ing contractor's buildings,, and
better background in school. law counties, however, simply may
ates were, present over most providing walks and grading for
is the purpose of the meeting reflect how greatly deficient in
of the earth and this was follow- the grounds.
Five Day Forecast
Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Sr.. Chair- which is co-Sponsored by the industries the same
ed by an ice age.
counties were
man of the Christmas Seal Sale Kentucky Association of School prior to 1946.
These changes. he said took
Campaign asks that those who Administrators and the Advisory
By United Prose
thousands of years, not a generNew industries in the state
received two letters with seals Council on Public Education in
Kentucky
Temperatures
for
&Von or even two or three
during the past 10 years accountin them, to please excuse it. Kentucky.
ed for 57,308 jobs in December the five - day period, Sati..day, generations.
The mailing list was made from,
It will be concluded by Dr.
through
Wednesday,
will
average
The Murray State freshmen
Mr. Tilmon said that one reaseveral sources—names are often Robert R. Hamilton. of Univer- 1955. Of that number. 29,454 of 5 to 8 degrees above the normal
attempt to rebound from their
listed differeqt ways on various sity of Wyoming. Dr. Hamilton. the new jobs were in the Louis- of 38 degrees for Kentucky. son people use to be bundled
up for winter is because of poor loss to Fredonia when they meet
• Dean of Wyoming's College of ville area.
listings.
Rather cool over the weekend,
Other areas with a large Maril• then warming trend beginning heating, both in the home and Freed-Hardeman tonight at the
Also, those who did not get Law, is considered one of Amercollege arena.
seals and would like to have ica's outstanding authorities on ber of new industrial employes 'Woodsy. Precipitation will aver- business. Today he said homes
Gene Herndon of Almo will
were: Paducah 4.846; Lexington age around .5 inch with rain are well heated, cars are heated
them. .please call Scotts Drug school law.
draw , the starting assignment at
Store. 433; or the Health DeRegistration will begin at 8:30 4,131: Glasgow 2,243; Winchester early and again quite late in and businesses are, heated. thus
center for the junior Races.
1,978; and Danville area 1.946.
partment, 330.
a.m. Dec. 13.
the period.
(Continued on Back Page)
Game time is 5:45.
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Banquet
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Advantages,.Disadvantages In
Corn Programs Are Noted

Weather Changes Have Been
Few Tilmon Tells Rotarians

Some Received Two
Seal Sale Letters

MSC Frosh Meet
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we dive like

men and against men, in practice. The mite d8 :wire difficult
dives than women netally do,
so that in competition the Ames-ion, girls wind up making more
difficult and there fore higherscoring cilees when it comes to a
choiee."
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cans, and Mrs. McCormick explains it like this:
-The man reason American women have been able te dominate

sat-

boiled
I went." see said as she esintem..:a'ed her Olympic asiaratiorui.
ellen I'm going to call it a
. eeicei off the tieerde"
. ,
Mrs. McCormick is the Lakewood, fe'slif., housewife who was
:,voicat tu wir. both the -spring:Nerd an platfoim diving chem.
penships in the international
tanus f.,r her second sweep of
these events.
,ihe is what pool-side observers
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10 Years Ago This
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By OSCAR FRALEY
Un.ted Press Sports Writer
!):ELBOUNE UP - Shapely
!le- Pat McCurinick sheik water
tit of her taity-celured hair and
;eget eed the results of the

i5ts :he et.
,

-
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By TIM MORIARTY .
United Press Sports Writer
Charlie Tyra and Jim Morgan
of Louisville are shaping up as
college basketball's best' one-te(o
scoring punch of 'the new .season.
In leading the Cardinals to the
Nalional Invitation Tournament
championship last season. Tyra
set a new school record by totaling 690 points in 29 games. Morgan was the team's second highele scorer with 416 points.

Calfernla Competition
In the tower, her top competition figures to be Mise Myers,
Now these twin terrors of the
the pretty University of California student who was second in coert are at it again. Morgan
the 1952 olymoies and Mrs. whipped in 23 points Thursday
Irwin, another Califoiniaii who night and Tyra added 22 as the
Cardinals outclassed the Univerwas third.
sity of Detroit, 91-78.
"Yoy have to work hard to
stay on top," Mrs. McCormick
Cardinal's Third Straight
It was the third striaght vicexplained.. "Getting ready for
the Olympics, my husband and I tory of the season for Louisville.
made baby-sitters out of our par- picked as the nation's No. 2 team
ents. We drove 25 miles every behind Kansas in the United
morning to Long Beach to ust the Press pre-season ratirige
St. John's of New York opened
tower and every afternoon after
a hasty bite of lunch used the its season under returning Head
springboard at the Los Angeles Coach Joe Lapchick by wallopAthletic Club. It as difficult ing King's Point, 96-48. Lapchick
sneaking in housework in the built St. John's into a national
power a decade ago, then coaches ening."
•
So after this 'one, pretty Pal ed the New York Knickerbockers
in the professional National BasIs caiing it quits.
"I want td spend my time at ketball Association for nine years
hunt with our
she ex- before returning to the college
plained. "But it would be'nice ranks.
to go out with those two medals."
Elsewhere in the east. New
The odds werecthat she wiletoo.
York University routed touring
Anyone For Charred Popcorn?
EVANSVILLE. Ind.
- The
owner of a grain elevator which

caught fire was looking today
ter soineone to t a k
10.090
bushels of charred popcorn off
.
his hands:

Roanoke 97-52; Connecticut turned back Yale. 77-68, and Massachusetts defeated Trinity, 8574.
Iowa State came from behind.
Ai the final seven minutes to ,
defeat Brigham Young, 57-48.
for its thifd straight victory.
-Clary- Thompson scored 19 points
•

l

JUSTICE FINDS A GOOD PENNY

for the winners. who trailed. by
three points at the half.
Loyla of Chicago converted 44.
per cent of its field goal attempts
in smashing North Dakota State,
94--61. wllile Temple Tucker's
22 points helped Rice upset Min-0
nesota, 79-74.
Engineers Seat Furman
Georgia Tech continued its
high-scaring antics in trampling
Furman, 93-74: lordlier') defeated Meryland, 68-62; Lee Marshall
tallied 36 points in pacing Washington and Lee to a 79-72 triumph over William and Mary;
Miami (Fla.) edged Toledo, 11/167, and LSU nipped Birminghallet
Southern. 60-59.
San Francisco's defending nee'
tionai champions will be hunting
their 58th straight victory tonight
when they entertain little Chico
State. The Dohs -have lost star
guard Gene Brown for three
weeks with a fractured hand and
are ripe for an upset. especially
Saturday night when they run
into a tough Seattle Universe)*
team.
...Other major games tonight in-elude ColgateeColumbia. Oregon
State-Tearas, Wyoming - Southern
California, Oklahoma A & M Washington, California - Arizona
efempe) State, Utah - Arizona,
and Scton Hall-Scranton.

Leison Sermon For
Christian Science
Service Sunday
The subject of the Lesson Sermon to'be rqad in all Christian
Science chtIrdhes tinday is "God
the Preserver of Man." Scripture
eikations will include Prov. 20: 12
and Mark 7: 31-37. Correlative
passage's will be read from
Science' and Health with key tole
the Scriptures . by Mary
Bakeer"
.
Eddy. page 487 line 8 to 12, Such
as "There is more Christianity
in seeing and hearing spiritually
than materially. God's perpetual
deniand is the exercise of these
mind faculties. The apprenhensem uf this gave sight to
the
blind and hearing to.the deaf,.
and will repeat the wonder.

BOXOFFICE OPENS .... 6:00
SHOn STARTS
6:45

Calloway County's Year
'Round Drive-In
PROGRAM FOR

,

F. V. Foy, County
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LleHT HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPION Archie Moore, 411,'heavyweight title fight in Chicago. Moore went
San Diego, Cale., tics sprawled on the canvas in down again seconds later and Patterson became
the fifth round as Floyd Patterson, 21, Mount ithe youngest heavyweight champion in the world.
Vernon, N.Y.. stands over Idris in their
. world In inset, wiener has his hands raised in victory.
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10 Years Ago This Week

LeSier an,
* Trnes File
Agrt for Calloway Coiinty, will
attend the !With annual meetiog of the Kentucky State
Str:iety te he heid at the Hai: Hotel in Mayp.m, at his .homo near Lynn Grove. Death folio*.•ed . an
Ca: Thot-aiay, Deceraher 19.
, Charlie .
..V. Kelley. fiet died yesteidur evening at 7:30
aif itpi,,roxtennte-Ay one yew-.
. The- senior class of Murray High School will present .
:cti.e three act comedy "Grandad Steps Out' tomorrow
t night hi the st-nool auditorium.
Mr. 1,,nti Mrs. Jack Jones -And vhildreA of Mtirfrees_ I bort,. Tenn.. are guests of Air:-.:. Jones' oarents,.Mr. and
f. Mrs. il. E. Bp.iiey.
:antra): tstotes Thorou'rE:recio ran their haril.wniql
-'ring to two Fti---oirht Tut--,day night vith a lopsided
67-26 win over Arkansas•State oi the Cart Healtn

Best

Charlie Tyra And Jim Morgan or '•
Tops In One-two Scoring Punch -1
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Pill No Good But It Works
It can't possibly do you
any
good. It can't do you any
harm
wither. It's a pill made of sugar,
capsule of starch, or a shot
of salt water. No miracle
drugs,
no medicinal value at all.
But
it works! The pain is eased.
The
symptoms disappear.
This is the placebo — pronounced pla-see-bo. Its only purpose is to make people think
they are getting medicine. But
in a remarkable number of
cases it works just as well as
Ainedicine. The patient gets better.
-7n a recent experiment placebas
proved just about as effective
as morphine in easing the severe
pains following surgical operations.
In the old days, placebos were
the refuge of the doctor who
had pitifully few really effective
medicines and diagnostic tests.
Many families swore by hi/ pink

group would get the real medieine, half received the placebo.
The difference in results was
a measure of the drug's ef— pills whose only virtue fectiveness. But scientists began
to find high rates of "cure"
%via that Liey did
harm. with placebos. They proved efAs time went on, anct medicine
fective against headaches, seaadvanced, the placebo was used sickness, cough„even the severe
chiefly in research. To test the suffering of &mane pectoris
power of a new drug, half a . This does not mean :hat all

DEATH LIG
_ . -HT:FOR 25
"

'‘..7"."*'•-•.„

By ROBERT BARKDOLL
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON fin —Secretary
V State John Foster Dulles,
8, has fully recovered from
his cancer operation and is ready
to resume all normal duties,
his doctors reported today atter
a two-day checkup.
They said Dulles' general condition is "excellent." The State
Department made clear that the
medical report was intended to
halt speculation that Dulles
might resign because of h I s
ealth and age.
The report was issued by Maj.
Gen. Leonard D. Heaton, director
of Walter Reed Army Medical
Center, who operated on Dulles
Nov. 3. and Dr. A. D. Daughton,
Dulles' personal physician who
assisted in the operation.
Their statement said:
"Secretary Dulles has been reexamined by his attending surgeons and internists who found
rh is general condition excellent.
He has made a complete and
full recovery from his recent
surgery and is now fit for full
resumption of his normal duties."
The physicians reported immediately after the operation a
month ago thall they removed
a cancerous growth from Dulles'
large intestine. They said then
that a thorough examination ref4vealed no evidence that the
malignancy had spread.
State Department press officer
Lincoln White said the doctors
gave Dulles "a complete checkup" Monday and Tuesday at
Dulles home and Daughton's office. White said he assumed
Dulles no longer was under
doctors care.
White was asked whether the
medical report was intended to
*answer speculation that Dulles
might resign.
"To me this is perfectly obvious, yes" he replied.
Dulles returned to his desk
Monday after convalescing for
about two weeks at Key West,
Fla.

Wreckage of plane is so mangled It hardly Is recognizable.

4

â

Ilse of one of the victims is carried out.

Left: Grief-stricken members Of victim's family awaiting news. Right: Wife of • victim wipes away tears.
THESE PHOTOS from Caracas, Venezuela, tell the picture story of
crash ot a New York-to-Caracas airliner. The plane struck a
mountain near Caracas, almost at end of its flight, and all 25
fhtteendltonal Soundphotos)
aboard were "lied.

Specia
'1Just In Time For
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By VANDAL WRATHER
Soli Conservation Service
Farm Ponds program in County getting to be big program.
Not until recent years have
we realized water to be the
first limiting factor to farming
in Calloway County and more
important we are realizing to
properly control water run off
and the rain drop beat on the
soil is the key to a successful
conservation program.
It looks now as if 128 ponds
will be established by farmers
of Calloway County this year,
most of which will receive cost
share payment from Agriculture
Conservation Program.
For each of these ponds Soil
Conservation Service has been
responsible for the technical
phase of this practice including:
I. Finding that the practice is
needed on the farm.
2. Site selection and lay out
work of practice.
3. Necessary supervision of installation.
4. Certification of performance.
137,728 cubic yards of earth
moved in establishing these
ponds. These 128 ponds will hold
approximately 62,592,000 gallons
of water.
Not only is the water needed
but in the holding of the water
farmers have held approximately
5,000 tons of soil that would
have otherwise gone off with
the water.
Many farmers bought watert
for livestock in 1956. Others
were forced to sell livestock at
lower prices due to not having
water. At present prices of water
delivered to the farms these 128
ponds will hold approximately
$187,776 worth of water.
So we see in lilts practice
probably better than in -any—
other conservation practice the
importance of conserving water.
With a little thinking and
figuring we can see how wasteful we have been with so
important natural resources as
water and soil.
Farmers are not only giving
more attention to pond location
and establishment as related to
the total conservation and water'
needs of the farm but also the
development of fish and wildlife'
in and around the ponds. Many I
ponds are now becoming a very
beautiful spot on the farm.
According to information from
Fish and Game Department these
128 ponds would produce if
properly stocked and cared for
approximately 15,000 pounds of
fish annually.
This is only one of the conservation practices in the districts totaL Conservation Program.

PAGE THREE

Butchering Hints Given By
County Agent S. V. Foy
Butchering in Kentucky i s released a list of small grain
usually done safely from Thanks- recommended for Kentucky fargiving time through February. mers. They are: winter oats,
Freezing temperatures are not dubois, Atlantic and Farkedeer;
necessary. Thirty-six to thirty- winter barley, Kenbar and Dayeight degrees is cold enough.
ton; winter wheat, Knox. Vigo,
Among the mony special de- and Dual; winter rye, Balbo,
licacies that are plentiful at spring oats, Andrew and Mo.
butchering time, none has a 0205.
more fragrant, tantalizing aroma
Get samples for soil testing
and flavor than sausage. The now before the soil gets muddy.
proportion should be about
three-fourths lean and one-fourth
fat with salt, pepper and sage
to suit your taste. The recommended procedure in making
sausage is to weigh 6 pounds
of meat and over it sprinkle a
well-blended mixture of 3 tableNEW YORK
— The U. S.
spoons of salt, 2 tablespoons of will be importing 40 per cent
black pepper and 1 tablespoon of its iron ore needs by 1975,
of finely-ground fresh sage. the editor-in-chief of Iron Age
Grind the seasoning as the meat Magazine said today.
is ground, then thoroughly mix.
Tom C. Campbell said in a
All measurements are level copyrighted article in the magaspoonfuls.
zine's latest issue that the naFor a spicier sausage this tion will need a minimum of
combination is recommended: 4 189 million gross tons of Iron
pounds meat trimmings, 5 table- ore by 1975 to support annual
spoons salt, 4 teaspoons ground steel production of 167 million
sage, 3 teaspoons black pepper, net tons.
1,12 teaspoon ground clover or 1
He pointed out that 20 years
teaspoon of nutmeg, and 1 tea- from now only 59 per cent of
spoon of sugar.
the nation's iron ore will be
Do not freeze sausage im- produced domestically, against
mediately after mixing. Let set 77 per cent this year.
three or four days so that the
Campbell said 19.5 per cent
seasoning can strike through.
Sausage should be used within will come from South America,
four months if it is to retain 17.5 per cent from Canada and
Its fine delicate flavor. Call at 4 per cent from other foreign
your County Agents Office for nations in 1975, compared with
circular No. 458 "Hog Killing percentages of 10, 10 and 3
and Cutting and Curing of respectively this year.
He predicted that iron ore
Meat".
Now is the right time to operations will be expanded
mulch your strawberries. Wheat sharply in Venezuela and Canastraw is preferred 1 to 2 tons da.
"U. S. Steel Corp. has about
per acre should be applied by
hand or manure spreader. Baled decided to mine — within four
straw should have had the ties or five years — large deposits
cut in October so that wheat of low grade, easily concentrated
seed and weed seed would have ore Ilocated about 140 miles
germinated by now. A mulch north of Shelter Bay on the
serves many purposes. It retards north shore of the St. Lawrence
growth during early spring, thus River," he said.
Also in Canada, he added,
protecting blooms from spring
frost. It also aids in controlling Cleveland industrialist Cyrus S.
weed growth, conserves moisture Eaton soon will speed developand makes picking easier, and ment of his Ungava Bay project
keeps fruit clean. Apply 100 to in northern Quebec, in addition
150 pounds per acre of am- to his fast-growing steep rock
monium nitrate now. Apply 400 development.
"These and other Canadian
to 500 pounds per acre of 0-20-20
projects will boost output of
or 0-30-30 in February.
Prepare the ground now if concentrated ores from Quebec
you want to set a new patch and Labrator to a total of pernext March. March is the best haps 15 to 18 million tons by
1975 — with much going to
time to set strawberry plants.
Kentucky Agricultural Experi- fill European steel demand," he
mer" ".ation Agronomists hag estimated.

U.S. Will Need To
Import Ore Says
Iron Age Magazine

VA Loan Rate
Still Four And
One-Half Percent

CHRISTMAS
.N4z
Choice of Covers
and Colors

LY

ACTUAL PHOTO

Reg. $39.50 Value

the ills apparently "cured by
placebos are imaginary. But it
is known that mental attitude
end suggestion have much to do
with causing and curing sickness. If we confidently expect
medication to make us feel better, it often will do so.
Don't feel gypped if you find
you doctor prescrtbed a placebo
for your illness. It may well
give you a feeling of temporary
relief. But perhaps even more
important, it helps the doctor
find out more about you and
your illness.
Of course, the patient has to
be unaware of this effort to
help him psychologically rather
than medically. But there is
every evidence that the placebo
often has the amazing effect of
improving _ our mental attitude
• and thus our physical health.

Farm Ponds
Growing In
Calloway

'Dulles Back
At His Desk

IC.f
4
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CRASS
FURNITURE CO.

In connection with the announcement today that the interest rate on Federal Housing Administration loans will be pointed
out that its interest rate of December 4, the Veterans Administration pointed out that its
/
2 per cent is
interest rate of 41
controlled by law.
VA said that although the increase in the FHA rate may have
the
on
bearing
considerable
availability of money for GI
loans, the actual impact may not
be known for some time.
The situation will be closely
watched, VA said, and if the
amount of money available for
GI loans should shrink to harmAgency
proportions. the
ful
will ask the President to recommend to Congress an increase
In VA's interest rate.
As to GI loan commitments
already made by lenders, VA
said it fully expects the 'lenders
to close the loans at the 41
/
2 per
cent rate.

Nobody Wants His Five Spot
CHICAGO UP. - The Federal
Reserve bank paid one of its
clerks with brand new bank•
notes including a $5 bill so misshapen nobodywill accept it.
Clerk Sam Amato said the bill
had an irregular bul.te in one
cormr. After trying on.. accessfully to pass it in a restaurant,
WASHINGTON 4:14 —The Agri- shoe and clothing shy, he's
culture Department said today dacided to keep it as a allector's
the cost of operating a farm and item.
producing a crop next year will
avearge "somewhat higher" than
in 1956.

Operating
Farms To Be
Higher

The department, in its piblication, "The Farm Cost S.tuation,"
gave this outlook for 1957:
"Farm property taxes per acre.
interest rates, farm wage rates,
and prices paid for farm machinery, motor vehicles, and motor
supplies are expected to be moderately higher.
"Farm real estate values, and
prices paid for building a n d
fencing materials, farm supplies,
feed, feeder livestock, and seed
are expected to be about the
same or slightly higher.
"The price of fertilizer is expected to average slightly lower
per ton of plant nutrients but
slightly higher per ton of gross
weight."
Thelietpartrnent said as of midOctober this year, the farm cost
index was 3 per cent higher than
last year. The index included interest, taxes and wage rates.

(platinum)

FARAD'S

$975

to 5000

Furches
JEWELRY
E. Side Sq.

— MARKET REPORT —

Murray Livestock Co.
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
December 4, 1956
TOTOL HEAD 1022
Good Quality Fat Steers
Medium Quality Butcher Cattle
Baby Beeves
Fat Cows, Beef Type
Canners and Cutters
Bulls
VEALS —
No. 1 Veals
No. 2 Veals
Throwouts
HOGS —

18.00-20.00
13.00-17.50
15.00-18.50
9.50-11.00
4.00- 9.00
12.40 down
21.00
18.00
6.00-15.50

200 to 250 pounds
180 to 195 pounds

15.50
15.50

IT'S HERE!
All those wonderful gifts you're looking for to give to
those you love during the forthcoming Yuletide Season
are right here in Murray. If the local merchants happen
not to have your choice in stock, they'll be happy to get
it for you.
For local advertisements featuring a varied assortment of suggestions
for the "Most Wanted Gifts"
WATCH

THE

THE LEDGER & TIMES

Never shake or snap small
throw rugs. This vigorous cleaning action may break yarns in the
gr,g2FgagglOgrag2r1=4:21Fg*AZEAWagWsAW-KAWAW-g*PrX-AWAtri backing or loosen the bindings.
—
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!Takes Long
Time In Jap
Movies

A good bit of the movies show said. "but they don't seem to need Eefth's 7-fear-old son Bob
Ian all-male east, with huskies I h great deal ot help,"
an avid movie fan. When (t
_ .,Club News
,' playing the parts of women. But
Activities
five, he asked his dad why -t1
Son Learns Japanese
In a publication of the Japanese
Keith quoted figure.s to show don't talk English." Now he ta
Indus'..,, which 1 have at hand, that Japan has more than 5,000 Japanese as well as he 4
these is a picture of a lovely Jap- movie howies of which TO per American. That's enough to va
Waddles
anese actress with a bare calf and cent play up Japanese films.
ry any dad.
raellis
somebody balancing a glass of
Annual attendance, he said, is
something or other on her knee. calculated at 885 million meaning .
11 1011151WIRAFME;MMIXRETI.424
Aeld Movie Goers
that every man. woman and
- Japanese are avid movie scent youngun in Japan sits in the
Ely HARMAN W. NICHOLS
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Frank
United Press Staff Correspondent now that they have Atimited their movie house an average of 10
Moody. 09 South Fourth Street.
WASHINGTON UP - Japan eyes to the flickers. There are a times a year.
announce the birth of a daughter.
Gross income during 55 was
has come a long ways in making lot of films that go back to the
Rose
Miss
Marie
Perdue
of
Patty la nn, weighing seven
Friday. December 7
the Woman's Club House at seven Paducah, bride-elect of Raymon flickers, but it still takes a half knights of old, with the foot -sol- 87 billion yens 8185 million in
d
pounds 1211 ounces. born on
The Memorial WMS will ob- o'clock.
Lynch, has completed plans...for hour for the hero to clobber the diers coming in to rescue the fair Arneiican dough.
Saturday. December 1. at the serve the week of prayer at the
lady from the old lords.
•• • is!'
her wedding. The ceremdhy will villitit.
Murray Hospital.
church at two-thirty o'clock.
"The .knight always wins,"
Saturday. December
Harry Keith, chief of the U S.
be read at three-thirty o'clock
18 KT.
• • ••
The Woodman Circle Juniors in the afternoon on Sunday, De- Information Agency's Japanese Harry said. "There would be
• -.•
mayhem
among
the
audience
will
meet
The
Creative
at
film
U
the
Arts
WOW
Departm
section,
Hall
on
ent
told
cember
me a thing or
Janet Kay is the name chosen
23, at the First Christian
by Mr. and Mrs. Edward T. Col- af the Murray Woman's Club will Saturday afternoon at 1 o'clock Church in Paducah with Rev. two about Nippon's movie indus- he didn't."
The Japanese also have tried
for
ritualisti
a
have
a
bazaai
meeting
try.
c
at the club house
and to Cameron Meacham officiating.
lins of Murray Route Two for
Harry himself is a flat-nosed, out the out-of-space routine, and
Mrs. J. M. Brownlee, nee
their daughter, weighing eight oeginning at nine o'clock. The plan for the Christmas party.
amazingly low-priced
•.• •
Jeanne Perdue of Prairie Village, hard-bitten character who grew have done a pretty good job.
pounds 91.2 ounces. born on Public is invited.
at only $4995
The
informat
•
•
•
•
ion agency in
•
The Woodman Circle Junior Kan., sister of the bride, will
Tuesday, November 21)... at- the
be up in manhattan, was used to
The First Baptist WMS will Miss Club will meet at 1:30 Sat- the matron of honor. The brides- alley fights, and still looks as there to help out, and Harry has
Murray Hospital
a big role in the job.
observe the week of prayer at urday afternoon at the WOW maids will be Mrs. R. I.
Kielce though he could take care of
"We do what we can," our man
.:te church at two-thirty o'clock. !fall to make plans for the of South Bend. Ind., aunt
himself against a regiment of
of
• • •• •
Christmas party
and further Miss Perdue, and Mrs. A. W. Marlon Brandos.
, activity. All members are urged Konneker of Carlini ille,
He said the flicker deal over
Saturday, December 8
Ill.
Mrs. D. F. McC:amell will have to be present.
Mr. Lynch has .. selected Tom there has been running along for
• ••
':.er annual Christmas recital and
Wear of Paducah as best man. 59 years. Today, six companies;
party for her music pupils at
Monday, December 10
Art Smith of Murray and A. W. make 90 per cent‘of the feature
! The Sigma Department of the Konneker of Carlinville
will films, with 70-odd independents
!Murray Woman's Club will have serve as groomsiten. The
ushers sharing the rest of the business.
children's Christmas party at will be J. M. Brownlee
Harry. who has learned a bit
of Prairie
MOOR.
the club house at six - thirty Village and Wiliam
824
Denham of of the Japanese tongue, ripped off
o'clock.
a
few-until he lost me. Shochiku,
Murray.
•
••••
fsae poweriirl aC4C lat;.•rsol
Toho, Daiei, and sounds like that.
••••
Meow
Mist Moms
! The Mattie Belle Hayes Circle
Actors
Stall
•
Too
Automatic safely seera
Much
The Woman s Society of Chris- ,
ts mom
will meet at 7:30 in the social
Accordin
•
Salary
g
trigs. swath
to
Harry,
the
Jap:an Service of the First Metho• without
hall. Please bring Your Christmas
• Coos 1-15 14" on depth, 1-7 IS"
anese have wonderful writers and
tist Church held its monthly !
alma?
m
45'
,gift for the Buildirg Fund.
The Sigma Department of the wonderful directors but they
Iiincheon meeting at the church.
• D000-coost •Iuminum Mooing
•
•
Murray Woman's Club will meet "don't seem to get the actors to•
.n--l'usday. December 4. at •
Other
The Basiness Women's Circle at the club house
get
Famous SKIL Saws
of their
haunches fast
on Monday,
'oven o'clock in the morning.
of the WMS of the First Baptist December 10, at six-t
23 Jewels • 18 kt. Gold
low
hirty o'clock enough." Movie costs run up
Miss Lillian Tate of the Wesle, Church will meet at the home in the evening.
fast when actors stall.
Precision AdJustrnentel)
44 Sow al•55
an Circle was in charge of the
of Mrs. John Adams at seven"There is a certain code of deMrs. Glindel Reaves will be
,.rogram and was as.sisted
6115"
Saw
WA
55
OY thirty o'clock.
in charge of the program. This oency when it comes to womanbefore have we
.:her members of the circle.
Ph • Saw $75 115
•• • •
will be a special Christmas party hood," my new friend told me.
The highlight of the program
offered a watch with so
?There
8
/
Sow
1
4
is
very
$11
15
little of the showfor the children of the members.
Tuesday, December 11 ••
., as shown .by Norman Klapp
litany luxury features \
Murray Star chapter No. 433 Santa Claus will be present fz ling above the garters."
•ncerning the recent trip Danny
Buy it
at such a modest price!
Kaye made around the world, in Order of the Eastern Star will the cimax of the party.
on
The hostesses wil be Mrs. Gus
!ile interest of the United Nations I hold its regular meeting at the
A STATEMENT regifterea with
12 ealelilte models, $59.50 to LC:40
Masonic Hall at seven - thirty Robe9rtson, Jr., Mrs. John it.
the U. S. government Identifies
ernational Children's Emerg- o*c,
credit terms at ...
\ for ei little ;
1OVA!
Imes,
Joan
Mrs.
Cecile
William
Marie
• •tcy Fund. The film which was ! '
Bolling von
Pogue, Mrs.
'
ce"'
GOOCH and
•• * •
Goetz (above) as American
J. D. Murphy, and Mrs. Robert
color showed Mr. Kaye with
representative of a new Nazi:tildren and what is being dune ,The - Morning Circle of t h e Hendon.
BAXTER
type party in Germany. The
WSCS.of the First Methodist
.1 various parts of the world.
32-yearWELDI
old
NG"`SHOE'
woman lives in
Mrs. Rex Alexander led—The ChurrN'r will meet at fhe home
December 2 and a lovely day
Chevy Chase, Md. Law rePh,
1967
!en Mg prayer following the of Mrs. 14. G. Dunn a nine-thirty
for this time of the year. But
quires that foreign agents be
oening song sung by t:10 group ! o'clock.
Next
to
Co-00
we can look for some winter
MURRAY
registere
(international)
d.'
MAYFIELli
••••
V rs. John T. Irvan
... lot e!y
wedher as Christmas is just
C:reies
of
the
sar-Ptic.
.
!
---- 5:s6szawletaissitsgasalIk874
.WMS of the
c njunction
around the corner and Old Santy
•
First Baptist Church will meet
et topic Special masa
reindeers can't take too much
:a was inciuded on the program - at two-thirty o'clock as follows:
of this weather.
eruce, son of hfri- astr•Mrs.
with Mrs. Owen Billington: II
The president of the WSCS.
Well there are lots of colds
viss Mattie Trousdale. presided uith Miss Bettie Thornton; III Tommy Walker is ill with' sore put no bed sickness that I know
with Mrs. Clifton Key; IV with throat and was unable to attend "of.
.• the business meetini:.
Uncle Monkey Stubblefield is
At the noon hour a (-)elicioas Mrs. L. L. Downs: VI and VIII school the past few days.
Janice Alton spent Thursday about the same.
„rich .was sere ed by
mem- 'with Mrs. E. C. Jones.
night with Sharon McClure.
9
9 •
Our sympathy to the Shipley
• ," • C:1-01e:. II and IV.
.
•.
Mrs. Tom Vaughn spent several family who have lost their
•
Wednesday. December 12
motCircle V of the WMS of the days with Mr. and Mr.. Rupert her.
Sanders
the
past
weel0
Well,
She
is
l.st
I First Baptist ; Church will meet
week was a fine
the mission on South Ninth now visiting with Mr. and Mrs. week for killing hogs and Mr.
David
Hutson.
Bert
Hodges and Huston Miller
Mrs. Melas Linn will be hos- Street at two-thirty o'clock.
Mr. and' Mrs. Lon Outland took advantage of it as
•• * •
well
teas for the meeting of the Arts',
were- Sunday dinner guests of as others in this communi
ty.
and Crafts Club to be held on ! When using raisins for cakes or Mr. and
Mrs. Ben Grubbs and
Aubrey Adams visited Huston
breads soak them in warm water daughter
i Wednesday. December 12.
.
Miller Sunday morning.
The club will meet m the home before. adding them to the batter • Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Alton,
Porter Linn has returned to
of Mrs. Lings—daughier. Mrs. or dobgh to make them plump !and Janice and
Nellie Ruth his home in Detroit after visiting
Mac Thomas Tarry. 1o4 North and juicy.
•
Carmady spent Sunday afternoon here for the past two weeks.
•. * •
12th Street. AU members are
with Mr. and Mrs. Rupert SandMrs. Lela Culp helped Flossie
The Arts and Crafts Club will ers.
eged to attend.'
Miller. with her h o g killing
meet at the home of Mrs. Mac
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Claytort Thursday morning.
•
Tited-ores'- Tarry. int- North 12Th -Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Clayton
Hazel has lost one of its oldest
Street, with Mrs. Melas inn as and son visited Mr. and Mrs. citizens in the passing
of Mr.
hostess at two-thirty'so'cl4ck.
Thomas Clayton in Nashville the Wheeler Denham who was in
sass
past weekend.
'business there for many years.

Women's Page

Jo Burkeen, Editor. .-; Phone 694-M-4 or 763-)

Personels

Wedding Plans Are
Completed By Miss
Rose Marie Perdue

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Lindsey's
presents the new

uLovA

SKIL 6" SAW

)6Qe

SOLD

German Agent

TODAY and SAT.

2 BIG
FEATURES!

Children'
s Film Is
Shown .4t Meeting
Of Methodist WSCS I

Sigma Department
To Meet Monday

as

as:

Nevbr

easy

Green Creek
News

Buchanan
News

Orii.411110161110114111011i0N

hristoms istiCtlie air

A rts & Crafts Club '
To Meet Wednesday 'at

FREE
SUNDAY

Personeis

ELVIS
PRESLEY
PHOTOS
while the
supply lasts

8:10

Varsity Theatre
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'FREEDOM FIGHT' DRAGS ON

Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Earl
Mathis of Dexter are the parents
I a daughter, Charlotte Ann.
-eighing six pounds 21
/
4 ounces.
orn on Monday, November 26,
the Murray Hospital.
• •• •
Tin consumption in the United
:-.ates each year amounts to ap; roximately one pound per per,n, according to Crown ,Cork
.ind Seal Co. researchers.

O. CANDLES
• POINSETTIAS
' ..v-• DOOR HANGERS
• CENTERPIECES
•
• GIFTS
..
• LARGq,LANTERS
'
•.
LARE ifOLIAGE PLANTERS
• ARLO 'ICIAL CEMETERY DESIGNS • TREE LIGHTS
• TREE STANDS
• STYROFOAM CUTOUTS
- • TELEVISION PLANTERS
• BRASS and POTTERY PLANTERS
^ • LARGE ASSORTM.ENt OF GLASS BALLS • BELLS - ( ANES '- GRAPE CLUSTERS' and
,
DOZENS OF OTHER ITEMS
• ARTIFICIAL FRL1T & FLOWERS
• MANY OTHER ITEMS

.

1
g
a

g

ARROW POINTS to Pecs, where a Hungarian freedom throng reportedly stormed Communist headquarters and killed the commander after Soviet soldiers fired into a Hungarian delegatio
n,
killing some 20. Hungarian freedom fighters are reported
still
banded together and fighting In mountains in the Pecs region.
Rebellious populations of counties of Gyor, Borsod-Gomor and
Somogy (shown) reportedly have set up an "antl-Communist independ
ent state" administered by all parties except
the Communist.
,,
• 18111111114.
1a,
01.311111tarzassanar,---..seastase41161111131S
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ENTRY

BLANK

Christmas Decorating
Contest
House and Grounds As A Whole
o
Doorways
• ....

•I

D

Picture Windows

You are more than welcome to just come and brooze
around in one of the best stocked sores in Kentucky. We

To Thrill the Children ..

have just added more room and more stock.

1

CI
E

..

Ivy League Pants, khaki or black, 6-12 $2.99
Sweaters .... $3.99 Sleeveless .... $3.50
Shirts
$ I.99,and $2.99
Pajamas
$2.99
-Cowboy-Suits, 2 to 10
$3.99 - 5.99
Cowboy Shirts
$2.99
Jackets, many styles,.2 to 12 . . $4.99412.99

‘:4.4

Apartments

Shirley Florist
500 N. 4th St.
f
41•U

Phone 188

E
DECEMBER 19, FINAL ENTRY DATE

* Use Our Lay-A-way
* Every Gift Beautifully Wrapped

g
% I NAME _

g

laU

Address _

Phone 888
Love's Children's Shop 505
Main St

_ •
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COMPARATIVE
STARTING ABILITY
3c per word for one day, minimum of 17 words for ISOc — Sc per word for three days.
Classified ads are payable in advance.
Shoemaker, Rt. 2, Hazel, Ky., or or near Murray. Come in and
call Idlewood 6-3287.
D7C see us at once.
ALSO NICE income property.
1TEA;FERS AT Wholesale: Quaker
G. E. AUTOVATIc Roaster over 50,000 BTU, reg. $79.95, n o w Large 12 room house less than FOR CHRIS'rMAS
giving: Record
with cabine4 $20 00. Call 1143. $59.95; Quaker 35,000 BTU, reg. one block from college campus. players, all
prices. Chuck's Music
One
three
room
apartment
and
N7P $69.95, now $49.95; Quaker 55,D7C
one four room apartment and Center.
75 WHITE LEGHORN pullets Itc 000 BTU, reg. $142.50, now 5 bedrooms, 2 full baths, lots of FOR•LEASE: Service station
and
$114.95; Norge 55,000 BTU, reg.
.
0
.75 two year old hens.
H.
closet spree, full basement with restaurant on U.S. Hwy. 641, nine
$139.95, now $99.95. N. B. Ellis
w Crouse, phone 949-R-4.
D7P
stoker furnace. Can finance.
miles south of Murray, Ky. ReaCo., East Main, Phone 575
D80 5 ROOM
HOUSE- on good lot sonable rent. Equipment furnishONE PAIR Chinchilas. Healthy,
with garage apartment. Good ed. Call Murray 838 for details.
3lia years old. Cage included. ELECTRIC RANGE, washer, knee
Baucum Real Estate
hole desk, couch, cherry coffee location.
TFC
$20. Phone I277-M.
D7C
table and rued:nage. Mrs. J. Matt Agency, office phone 48, Hoyt
PERFECT
FOR
Christmas:
Just
Roberts
1447
or
Bill
Hall 453.
Sparkman, 112 N. 14th.
D8P
1956 PONTIAC, four door hard
D8C .received, large shipment records,
all kinds. Chucks Music Center.
top. Demonstrator. All power.
1955 PONTIAL., tour (sour, radio
Save $1,000. Main Street Motors.
D7C
and heater and white walls. 13,-.
DC 000 miles. $1595.
Ma.a Street FURNITURE .at wholesale prices?
_
D8C Then visit Province & Morgan's CLEANINL: HOL:DAY Special.
NOTICE, I'll be killing my last Motors.
store-wide close-out sale. For We clean rugs, upholstery, paintcalf for this season next week.
night appointments or other in- ed Walls, wall paper, floors
It will be extra good beef. If WE HAVE some nice business formation
call us, phone 1328, cleaned and polished. Call Jesse
interested in a small or large opportunities to offer if you are Paris,
Tenn. We deliver any- L. Tucker, 1111 W. Main Street,
amount of beef malty me. George interested in si good business in where.
Register each time you Phone 1936-W. Business 4th &
visit with us for daily gifts and Sycamore, phone 25. Specialty
for home freezer to be given Wall & Deterger Co
Yesterday's Puna%
J2C
Jan. 1. For announcements of
32—Latin
Al IV
l'..ia-A
ACItoSs
daily gift winners and other in- SINGER SEWING niachine repconjunr-ticia
r•311 3141.44
33—Heaven y
1—witty saying
formation relative to our sale resentative in Murray. For sales
bodies
4—Embrace
and other events, listen to "A service, repair contact Henry
134—Develu.
9—Stith
33—Procedi A
LM
12-17uas
Visit With Paul," 10:15 a.m. daily, Trent, 408 S. 6th. Phone 1460,
37—Look of had.
13—Misplaces
0 SEEP
TFC
WTPR, Paris, Tenn., 710 on your
31—Dregs
14—Burma
rig
D
0
E
SP—Macaws
trit.esman
dial
ITC
1211,05.111i
40—Postage
35—I ndividuaii
,
1 Icker
17—Separate
LETU'
REAL COOL! 6 Elvis Presley,
.T
42—Impenetrable
19—Flow er
TE ULE
ACH
4 speed record players with alhardness
110—ThIn, narrow
PIT
,
S
6
0, 12 I E
45—River Island
board
bum, only •32.95. Chuck's Music
46—Black and bills
I H N
r§
A121• P I i
31—At that place
Center,
D7C
48—Tibetan gazelle
23—Long-suffering
ALGA ROO ..gar.,jia

FOR SALE

NOTICE

CAW ICI At 20
.IF
0 100 200 300 400 500

HELP WANTER

with to
feature*
at price!

.1 50 to $S.000

49—Tiny
60—Growing out of
61—Be mistaken

2g—Rage
27—Number
26—Exclamation
29—Superlath e
ending
30—Very steep
31—Prefix: before

$1 dearki

14

,

DOWN
1—Chart
5

6

9

9

;3
7
7
, I

a,

ie

.
,
i 1.....00000
*
7
"
17
.
zi

V
/

,o

i

ei

11

MAYFIELC

7

41

/I
is

21

(
27

25

7i le
/4

IzaaltsalltAlati

61190
1 ,
1

EXPERIENCED Mechinuc. Good LOOK, Weather - -dfaater Alum
window and door shade-screen
or Alum screen. No down payment, 38 months to pay. Call
anytime, 18th at Main. Home
D1OC
Comfort CO. Phone 1303.
-•

2—Poem
working conditions. Six paid
3—Downpour
holidays, weeks paid vacailon.
4—Shut
5—Solitary
See Elmer Shole- at Main Skeet
6—Beast of
burden
Motors
IOC
7—Compass point
8—Book of
Psalms
9—Writing tablet
UNEXPECTED change m g k-e s
10—Organ of
available good *Rawleigh burinass
hearing
11—Intellect
in'•Calloway County or City of
le—Classify
Murray. Splendid business secur18—Ache
90—Collects
ed in this district for 30 years.
21—Woody Plenty
Exceptional opportunity for right
22—Hurried
23—Equals
mao. See or write Ola Lee Der24—The nostrilb
25—Muscles
rington, Sym. nia, Ky., or write
`
27—Pretends
"Aawleigh's, Eept. Kyl-1090-201,
lo Spire
31—Foretell

/
.7/

37,a0

a

z

s,
7

44

eq

40

0
,34• it VIM. 11.1•••

43

09
c/

Aso

33—Stalk
34—Apothecary's
weight
IA—Pummel
severely
17 Barter
29—Mine entrance
40—Carpenter's
tool
41—Deadlock
42—The kava

42—Conienetien

44—Sailor (collect.)
41—Preposition

Freeport, Ill.

SERVICES

Speed of 20 MPH on glare ice

0'

•

Distance, Cu. indicated in feet

OLARE ICI AT 20'
50'
too
ISO' 200'

0
'

25%
BETTER
231%
SETTER

yet he was seeing
!of a character. And his deter- rformaLon and Macfarlane.
CI1APTEP. 22
mutation was directed by their even more of
ERRY v:ent back upstairs to
"Are you busy ?" Strutt asked.
comment on his insignificance. If
the living-room. He was in a
twice
recognized
be
not
tumid
he
mulled naze of satisfaction. He
"Come on over and have a
rime would
moved slowly round the room,
sate crime. drink. I'll meet you in The Giumea
a
ere
v.
it
it
safe:
be
touching the cold oronze of the Blackmail was safe, so long as in Bruton Place. When?"
statuettes, touching the white
"Conic to the office instead,"
you tapped your toctini once. And
, metal ot the candlesticks. rubbing blackmail would get him the said Casson. "I'll be there in nailthe
tell Tippett to
his fingertips lightly over
money to buy the beautiful things an-hour, and I'll
surface ot the sofa-table, nolding ' for which he yearnedt unspeak- get some iager for you."
blue
the
candlelight
up to the
"Right-ho, son." Strutt rang
ing,unhostile things whose presBristol glasses.
off.
praise
continual
a
be
would
ence
When Casson got up to MartHis feet were hot. He changed
refinement.
• into the bedroom slippers tor of his own
Superintendent
two years he had spent ton, Heywood, the
For
which they yearned and mat down I every moment he could i13 study- had already arrived and was
in an armchair, relaxed, brood- ing the accounts of his Bank's bulging out of the armchair in
mg. He nad been so right to clients,
knowledge, the inner office. He started tall.amassing
seize the opportuflity, to ask that knowledge, knowledge. Then he ing as soon as Casson shut Uai
pleasant Mr. Duke to see his col- had retired. And they had even door.
"It's odd," he said "But I think
lection. Mr. Duke was the first given him a fountain pen! Now
man who had seen it. There was he was independent, resolute, sul- it's good. The boys have been on
a certain danger in his seeing it Lured while they — those black- to Macfarlane. He's pretty easy
but the danger hat) to be naked coated fools—were still cashiers —regular hours of work, coffee
at ten-forty-five, lunch at twelve.
if he were ever to rise and mix or clerks.
they took him to
with connoisseurs. Mr. Duke knew
in the same elevated Four days ago
was
He
—
.nany of them and he knew the spirit of mind the next morning a sandwich bar in the City
West End Clubs. In time ne as he dusted his furniture, dusted the one you told us about—"
ap
"John's?"
would introduce Perry and then and polished, made hid bed and
"The same. He and Perry had
.. the dream was not so much washed up the supper things. He
couldn't hear
of a dream after all. It only need- even whistled as he changed into a sandwich. We
ed time to make it a reality: time his black suit with its pin-stripe what they were talking about.
somethingsays
and resolve. That was what made trousers, making himself ready Young Macfarlane
Perry in tha
him different from other men — for his customary sandwich with and laughs. Pokes
ribs with his finger. Sort of a
the resolve to translate his dream Macfarlane in the City.
joke, it looks like. Perry goes as
into reality, the ruthlessness to
•
•
•
white as a sheet. Practically
. get what he wanted.
Casson went to the Shepley starts shaking. Most unusual. He
What might have been a thin,
ntuffled laugh Came from him as Arnie that evening as usual but calms down a bit and they finish
Casson was their lunch and Macfarlane goes
he sat there. He had remembered Perry did not appear.
but nothing more. back to the Bank. Does Perry
disappointed
overhad
which
he
conversation
a
•
heard at the Bank one day. Two But when Perry failed to turn up go home? Not on your life. He
the next two nights prowls about like a hungry dog.
of his colleagues had been dis- at the pub for alarmed.
Had he Mac won't leave the Rank till
he became
cussing him.
fter
"Perry's a funny old stick," sprinkled his bait too obviously? five-thirty so my lad go
On the morning of the fourth Perry. He sits in Hyde lark till
said one. "Like a mouse with a
day C8SSOM kept watch at his four and then be goes off, looktemper."
"Temper?" queried the other. window. Perry went out as usual ing sick as mud." Strutt took a
and returned an hour later with pull of lager.
"He couldn't scare a fly."
"Next evening they meet again.
"I don't know. d think he his shopping bag. So he was
could if you goaded him along there all right.. But why had he In a pub. This time it's Mac's
goes
, enough. These quit chaps do, broken his habit of going to the turn to go white. Then he a set
Shepley Arms? Why should he red, then white again. Like
' von know."
ha
"Don't believe it," said the break it unless he were afraid of of blasted traffic lights. Then
gets angry. Perry calms him
other. "H's just an Insignificant meeting Casson?
In the end Casson rang Strutt. down. It looks as if he's arguing,
little fellow whom you wouk.n't
"I'm glad you rang up," said persuading, but we can't get near
recognize again if you met him
They have a
in the street. And I'll bet you Strutt's voice, "Something queer enosigle,, to hear.
couple of drinks and go out. The
wouldn't either. 1 say, we've got is going on."
"I know," replied Casson. "I lasp thing Mac says to Perry is:
a new typist coming
It's
That had been 4he crucial mo- was getting on well with him 'I won't believe it. 1 can't,' nevyou'll
ment, Perry remembered. He had and then he sheered off. He hasn't true,' says Perry, 'but
er get the truth, Jim. You can't
been hurt, then angry, then — been to the pub for days."
"No, he hasn't He's been with trust what a woman says. Not
suddenly and coldly—determined.
under those circumstances. You
It was as It, he had been forced Macfarlane."
"Macfarlane 7" Casam w as know you can't.' He sounds sad,
to a decision which had been
doubly disturbed. This was quite sad and wise, the crawling
nagging him for years.
They had done him a service, beyond expectation. It was ab- worm."
— —
those gross fools in the Bank. He normal, out of routine. If was
Caseon makes a gruesome
had determined to show himself disappointing, too, since it seemed
de:rearm In Climpter 23 of
that he was different from thorn. that Perry had been sounding ota
here tomorrow.
small S
tidire cunning, more able, mote Casson as a new provider of in-
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'VISAGE BRAKING DISTANCES
FOR REGULAR TIRES
Use of reinforced tie chains
pwo..dt. •horteat steps,
oboot 77 Fail,
rogordloaa of hooperotweas

Phone 364-J

aLaDiCATE

PREVENi

HERE ARE the latest National Safet , council charts on winter dri‘ tog hazards, and you might do
your auto and life insurance companies a 1,ivrr by needing them. For each "braking" distance
shown, add
feet, which is distance travc1,1 during "reaction time," or time to get foot on trake.
!HE DZSTRUCTIVE TERMITE

FOR RENT
2 BEDROOM downstairs apartment. Half block from college
campus. Gas heat. Call 738-M-2
after 4:30.
DlOC
FINDS DANDELIONS IN SNOW
- MEMPHIS, Mich. Afl — Cecil
Eagling. poking around in' 'the
snow covering his front lawn.
found two blooming dandelions.

TWENTY COUNTIES WIN
RECREATIONAL AWARDS

rel, Rowan, Wayne and Woo‘.iford.
'

Eleven counties in Kentucky
have been named winners in a
recreation and rural arts program contest and have been
given cash awards of $00 each.
The awards will be used for
recreation and game equipment
within the county, according to
the IX 4-H Club Department.
The winning counties are: Ballard, Bell, Breathitt, Campbell,
Fleming, Franklin, Henry, Lau-

Selection was based on a report of the recreation program
of 'clubs in the county. Major
recreational activities of a club
and also of Individual 4-H members, were considered. Informal
dramatics, folk dancing, puppetry, basketball, volleyball, roller skating, singing. hikes, Picnics,'horseback ri,iing and swimming were some of the activities
listed.

L 0 S T: Two stuffed, wingback
chairs,, striped material, betwaen
Midway and Hazel. Please call
Mrs. Thomas Jones, phone 1949.
D8C

FREE INSPECTION

TER MITES
'—Licensed and Insured—
Sam Kelley
Phon. 441

Kelley's Pest
Control

SETIVFIRE IN ANGER

II
SHELL

I

Moneyfor Christmas

SHELL
FUEL
OIL

Ky. Lake Oil
Company

rmt

Fuel Tanks Available
Phone 152

4.1

by Ernie Bushmiller
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and Books
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LOOSELY PACKED SNOW

The WHOLE WORLD for Christmas. That's right. The Ledger &
Times Office Supply 'Department
has just received a new shipment of world globes, mounted
on attractive stands. Take your
pick in size and price. Excellent
Christmas gifts.
- D2Inc

WHAT

2S3'

misbrip 235"_

2

...
a
s.

409%
SETTER

BREAK GARDENS in preparaLOST & FOUND
tion for spring planting. Cut dead
trees, clean yards. 504 North 6th,
LOST! -Blond eeeker--span
DI
phone 233-XW.
strayed from home. Call 2055.
DOC

By WILLIAM MOLE
of the book's publisher, Dodd, Mend Ai Co.
C 114.5 by William Mole. Reprinted by permission
Distributed by King Features Syndicate.

SO'

bapre

DETRCHT IIP — Hugh Self, 40,sprinkled gasoline around the
lobby of a' hotel where an acquaintance lived then lighted
police said. They said Self was
angry because the acquaiiifa—n--e5
had refused to pay
ITC
POLLY ALTON JONES is work- numbers ticket.
ing Wednesday, Thursday, Friday —
OFFERED] and Saturday at Demus' Beauty
Shop.,
DIOC

tt,,.#i/goota-=1
•P

leaking Distances
20 MPH

.. 30°

'
'

save We

EFFECTS OF
TEMPERATURE ON
BRAKING DISTANCES

in pelt from

Incise is •apresserd of 100 for ',pular find

1

i

COMPARATIVE
STOPPING
ABILITY

Traction Ratings • baselben
hundreds of test runs
to measure pull at 20 MPH

I CROSSWORD PUZZLE""""•"°

kt. Gold
itetmentet

DETROIT la
liabert Harris,
ls?„, has taa.ii i..laced on six
months' probation for fradulently obtaining state unemployment
compensation benefits. Police
said Harris was so busy working
he had to send a friend, Porter
Isaac, 31, to pick up his compensation checks.

FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW

untitabis..aszi

ey,s

PAGE SEVEN
TOO BUSY WORKING

A

WE HAVE
TO WALK
SEVEN
BLOCKS

.04

DO YOU
HOW
HAT
KEEP THAT
ON IN THIS
WIND?

TO THE
COSTUME
PARTY

4it
•
tee- ‘41:

.4

I. Us. LI

PeC-

a 1.4.

CAW. 1434 b

r•••.1.1141

1.1.4•1 4ot4.44 1,144.4. I

by Raeburn Van SUMO

ABBIE an' SLATS
WATCH YOUR TONGUE__, WISE
GUY. YOU'RE TALKING TO 'THE
FUTURE MRS. ChAgLIE
DOBB6;

I OUGHT TO GIVE YOU A GOING OVER. POR BUSTING INTO A
MAN'S WEDDING THE WAY YOU
DID — UPSETTING EVERYBODY;

I GUESS IF YOU'RE THE MAN SHE
WANTS —THERE'S NOTHING I'M
GOING 10 DO -no SPOIL IT.
NOT EVEN HIT YOU
BACK;

DON'T BE LATE. WE IS
NAVIN'PO'K CHOPS
A LA MODE. THASS
A PO'K CHOP ON
TOP OF A PO'K
CHOP —

DOGPATCH!!-- MAN
HOME TOWN!!-IT'LL
BE SO NICE T'SE.E
MAH
DEAR
FRIENDS
AGIN!!

-
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Little Cid.
Make Big
Hit Record
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LEDCER & MIES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY

1.1t1 DAY —

Dramatizing The Theme
The
focal point usually needs strong
Illumination. It can also be niphasized by color contrast, style,
and size in relationship to the
(Continued from Page One)
other elements. The chief' re- ments of the Hazel Chapter durquirement is that It. immediately ing the past year with the aid
attracts the eyes and that aU l and counsel of their advisor,
other eleements be subordinated :Carnion Parks, was given by
to it.
Secondary points of interest getner, and when glare, sharp
that help to carry out the theme unwanted contrast, and hazardous
should not compete for attenUon !shadows are eliminated, the plcwith the focal point. They should ' ture is complete.
be so related that the picture
Remember, it is what you do
would seem to be incomplete with what you have; the artistry.
without them. Slightly subdued 'originality, ingenuity, and light•
illumination should be used on I ing techniques you show,
that
these features.
our judges will take into account.
Unifying all elements is the ; Be a contestant, make our
job of your general illumination ;Yale tide a beautiful and happy
Using diffused light oVer the one. There are eleytn more days
entire area from floodlamps is left to make your decision as to
a good solution to this problem. I the classification. Check your enHowever, unity can be obtained try and mail to Mrs. M. 0.
with strings of lamps forming Wrather or Mrs. E. C. Parker.
lines or paths of light, or by Note: Remerber you must stay
a combination or the two. This with one theme throughout the
should tie the entire picture to- house and grounds.

Hazel ...

Charles Nesbitt, reporter, follow- '
led with a recitation ,,f
Future Farmer Creed by Lowell
Grubbs. The otficers conferred
the Honorary Degree Member(Continued from Page Ons)
ship upon the following guests; making it necessary for heavy
Leland Strader, Thomas Scruggs, clothing each winter.
Melton Marshall, Berlin Hosapple,
In clotting his talk, he said
L. J. Hill, Guy Lovins, Bob Chan- that the average rainfall'. for the
ney and Robert Bazzell.
past ten years in West Kentucky
Mr. B. B. Howton,'a well is within (Inc per cent of the
known 'teacher of agriculture, was rainfall here sixty years ago.
the guest speaker and gave a
Visiting Rotarians from Paris
most informative and entertain- were Jimmy Huffman, Sammy
ing speech to those Present. He McCampbell, Ernie Goldstein and
directed his address to the young Herman Reynolds. Jess Collier
Future Farmers inspiring them was a visiting Rotarian from
to select a goal in life, plan well, Benton.
work herd, and develop an abiliSeveral notarians had guests
ty to get along with others, in Fallowing are the Rotarians and
their conquest for a happy and the guests whom,theybrought:
Major Bill Wallace, Captain Dasuccessful life. •
vid Strong of Owensboro; Hiram
The traditional banquet w a
Tucker, Harold Demonbreun'
closed with the official
eeremony and an expression of &awe Jackson, Lt. Twyman.
appreciation and good fellowship Holmes Ellis, C. T. Winslow, Jr.
Jim Garrison, Tom Collins; C. 0
on the part of all.
Bondurant. his son Dr. James
Bondurant; Charles Mason klakEoger Howell.

eather

DECENIBER 7, 19S6

SWINE NUTRIENT
ALLOWANCES

IN UK

ARE

LISTED

t.'

PAMPHLET

(Contfnued from Paget One)
(Continued from Page One)
cent larger than his acreage at the house or area to be decNutrient requirements air
allotment for 407.
orated or the display to be inswine, taken from the reports.
2. Price s u.p p o r ts averaging stalled. What features of house
of the committee on animalk
$1.31 (timid be obtained on about I tir grounds need to be emphasisnutrition of the National Re16 per cent larger acreage than ed' What elements need to be
search Council, are available at
with the acreage allotment prog- 'concealed' What should be adthe UK Experiment Station swine
By ALIalE MOSSY
ram.
pleasing
overall
ded
to
make
a
department.
United Press Staff Correspondent . 3. The 15 per cent of the base
;composition or what aspects 'need
The table lists requirement.
required to be placed to be joined together.
HOLLYWOOD it15 ---Ont
for market stock, young breedin
Bank
the
Soil
would
provide
the smash record hits ef the day
ing stock and lactating gilts. It
The Theme — If the house is
features two little girls barely some "certain" income in the the main element, what architecincludes requirements on total
_payments,
form
of
may
which
nut of kneepants, but Fattence.
feed, protein, minerals and vitatural feature should be the focal
be con insurance
14. and Prudence. 11. are the
mins.
gainst donigth and other crop point? How does it relate (or
first to admit that's eight voices hazards.
Similar tables have been pre-,
interfere) to the everyday acne'you hear. not tn.°.
pared for beef and sheep.
, ties of the household — entering,
Disadvantages
two categories, the alTheir recording of an ald Billy
1,.'thes
1. Price supports may be re- 'leaving, deliveries, and the like'
lowances are listed for digestible
Rose tune. -Tonight Yeti Belong duced in later years to lower
If the amuse merely serves as
protein, total digestible nutrients,
To Me." brought Billy a new than the 74 per cent even below
a background for a lawn scene,
calcium, phosphorus and carofortune in royalties and made Si) per Cent of parity) of parity
[ where should the figures be plactene. These sheets are available the pretty moppets the rage et far 1957. as compared with a
ed'
at the respective departments.
the juke boxes. '
minimum of • 75 per cent speciWhat secondary points of in,But when I tracked Jun uho fled by law under the allotment
terest can be mailed and related
Bill Wallace reported attendthe "Patience and Prudence- program. (Price supports for
.to the focal point to make a
ance last week as 97.4 pet
billed on the record %ere !he 1957 are 74 per cent of parity
unified whole'
cent.
girls confessed the two breathles.s for the Soil Bank program and
for
ices that caused a sensaer cent
"
a*Aarg*AriZAWA*AWAr`A*AWAr`g*g2tiCZI
the allotment rr
eerita
4*A*AWAWit
P
irre•WA*g;ittWgitWAiit
laiit`g*At*P3ilt‘e
actually are their voices record-' program.
2. An acreage equal to 15 per §
ed four times. .
"On record; our .uices are cent of the .1957 base acreage
multiplied,—explained Prudence.' must be placed in either the
an elfin girl with a pony tail acreage reserve of the conserhair-do. -You see our voices ‘ation reserve.
Example of Alternative Progare very small and very weak
rams for an Individual Farm
They don't soupd good alone. So
The following example of a
when we record we repeat the
faian with an acreage allotment
song four times."
or 43 acres and a Soil Bank
Turn Down Offers
base acreage of 51 acres in
The girls have been turning 1956 shows haw the two progdown countless efforts ta appear r.7ms would affect this same
on TV shows. For
nt' thing. farm in 1957.
their father. Mark McIntyre. a
1, Acreage Allotment Programs
composer-arranger who's rears-riAcreage allotment in 1956 —
sible for their success doesn't 41 acres
want them to work much because , Acreage allotment in 1957 -"we're just average pe ip:e and 37.3 acres
Price support level for 197a my wife and I are trying nat to
upset their lives with !pis suc- al 36 per bushel
Can put any or all of the a y
cess."
Besides, the girls can't satind 37 3 acres in the Soil Bank te
in person as they do or refer-N. 59 91) ner bushel
2. goil Bank Base Av•rage
On their one TV appearance! ale
,,
Perry Corn'
-how. two ar,,wn-lip' Program
Base acrenee in 1956 — 51 ,
singers helped them out taaand
7 cres
the scenes.
Base acreage in 1957 — 51 •
"Weaexplained to Mr. Como we
have such .tiny voices we couldn't :ieres.get goaallaalance with the ,.rches- • Price support level for 1957 -tra." said Patience, a pert :itimar 51.31 per bushel
high miss with song. fluffy hair. a Must put at least 7.6 acre, in
• Soil Bank at $0.90 per bushel
"So two of his chorus stood. backor 7.6 acres in Conarrvaticaa Restage and sang with us.
serve from other soil depleting
"I guess it was Walrincl of a crops and grow total
corn base.
trick to play on the audience."
Can put as much as 50 acres
the adriM bashfully
.in Sea Bank at 5(19,') per beanal.
Patience and Prudence live
with their parents in a cernfartable. early-American st‘ylc home
in a plushy suburb. Tolaca Lake
Recorded For Fun
"One day we were driving
home from the beach when Pre-

.
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Settle •••

song we learned at earrn." Patience told rrie white Predy lookea at cartoons an tette-icier!. "1
sang the ha•-m-rv and Prady
the melody, Daddy thought i.ve
should rec.,rd
:iust for kicks
and send it a, riur grandparents."
MeIntyre's friends at Liberty
Records agreed ta wax the tune.
The orcheiara was recorded separately and The z,r's worked, alone in the stacia , with their
father. Th.' grarea,arents (Mr..
and Mrs. W. S. McIntyre ef
Navasota. Test, anal Mrs. Vada
Sharp af Dallas. Orea received
the record But Liberty thought
it so catchy it was released to
the public. too.
Now Patience and Prudence
have fan lettars. a trust fund for
college and a nea recard planned
of a song they sing while they're
washing the dashes.
"Ah, what's 'Yin,
be can-

garnr-, h the future. Organira
for the firat carte will be Judy
Morrav. Others who
R•)ine't
•‘- ill play later in the season
Ruee, Lee IIibbs r.
alarawell arid Allan Johnson of
Providence. Kentucky.
Mr. Settle has king been an
T.raere supporter of Murray State
C;alege and also dorated the
elern electric score boards in
'he new eyrnnasitim.
Tie operates the Belk-Settle
raimpanv in Mdrray and also
has two other stores, one in
Henderson_ Kentucky and Paris.
Tennessee.
ceited about' It's all just an accident I'm no singer." said Patience and patted her petticoats.
"The only- difference in our
lives is I get two ballet lessons
a week instead of one." added
Prudence.. "I'm going to be a
danaar

'COPTER SQUAD TO THE RESCUE
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Our Wonderful Wardrobe of
Pettiskirls by

aht,
The shapes and shades that figure Most importantly on
the fashion scene. In heavenly nylon tricot that fares so
beautifully in soap and water.

As seen in Vogue
. for the, young-in-heart
Fashion's newest darling, aftir-five
. . . the My Fair Lady look in di
its graceful )cning beauty. .. thanks to tiers of
fine re.embroided Chantilly lace and
acetate taffeta, pleated inset cummerbund
and bock-interest sash.
Black 'n white, taupe ,--p• blue •
S:es 5 to 15.
$29-95

CLIVA/12/1_,

X3-15-20. Slashed bock, deeply bonded in embroi.
dory and lace. Dawn Pink, Elfin Beige, Heaven Blue,
Rouge, afar White. Short and overage 4-7, tall
5-7, $3.95. Sizes 8-9, 14.95.

PUEER-SNEER 4114{ HOSIERY

Sls•11 love their wiiepy,

345-34. Lace topped permanent pleats circle a
princess* flare; Candlelight, Dawn Pink, Elfin Beige,
Heaven Blue, Midnit• Black, Navy, Rouge, Star
White. Short and overage 4-7, toll 5-7, $5.95. Sires
8-9, $6.95.

fhttwead silteernevis
perfet• fit from top

Chao** from complete eelec.
lion of styles •nd colors.

$1.35

.ff 3-15-52. loco and applique trim lavished over a
side-sloshed sheath; Candlelight, Down Pink, Midnite
Black, Rouge, Star White. 4-7. $4.95.
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Ok.cd by the 'amnia Minx Modes board of Review

A SHERIFF'S AERO SQUAD helicopter Is shown (upper) rescuing
James %V. Curtra.- • a9, from a seciuded•area in Malibu Beach.
Calif. where he yv.as maroonel after a fail from a 200-foot cliff.
Lower: Curtwright after rescue-- broken arm, broken wrist, spinal
injuries, multiple cuts and bruises.
(Interactional Soundphoto)A
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